
Year 6 at Southbourne Junior School

Year 6 Autumn 1 Autumn 2 Spring 1 Spring 2 Summer 1

History Why was winning the Battle of
Britain in 1940 so important?

A significant turning point in British
history.

Why did the Ancient Maya change
the way they lived?

A non-European society that provides
contrasts with British history.

Geography Who are Britain’s national parks
for?

Locational knowledge, place
knowledge, human and physical
geography, skills and fieldwork.

Why are mountains so important?
Locational knowledge, human and

physical geography, skills and
fieldwork.

Why is fair trade fair?
Locational knowledge, human and

physical geography, skills and
fieldwork.

Science How can I look after my heart?
Animals including Humans 2
Identify, describe, recognise,

explain, investigate

How can we classify living
organisms?

Living things and their Habitats 2
Describe, classify, observe, explain

How could we prove light travels in
straight lines?

Light
Recognise, describe, explain,

investigate

What affects the brightness of a
bulb?

Electricity
Compare, explain, find patterns,

investigate

How have living things changed and
adapted over time?

Evolution and Inheritance Recognise,
explain, identify

DT Can you make a playground
accessible to all?

Structures

Make do and mend: can you make a
party waistcoat?

Textiles

Can you make a story scene move?
Mechanisms

Can you use your knowledge of
electricity to make a game?

Electrical Systems

What would make a balanced three
course meal?

Cooking and nutrition

Computing What lettering does my model
playground need?

3D Lettering
Computational Thinking
Coding/Programming

Can I recreate the Battle of Britain?
Game

Computational Thinking
Coding/Programming

How can I motivate my
classmates?

Animated Films
Animation

Video Creation

Why did the Ancient Maya change
the way they lived?

Keynote
Presentation, Web Design & eBook

Creation
Photography and Digital Art
Word Processing/Typing

How can I help to promote Fair
Trade?

Video Creation
Animation

Online Reputation
Computational Thinking

Video Creation

Art How do artists interpret
landscapes?

Different interpretations of the
countryside

How was art used as a propaganda
tool during WW2?

Posters

How might Hockney portray the
Himalayas?

Applique and Brusho

What does Maya art tell us about
daily life?

Clay/terracotta figures

How can pencil define the shape of
animals?

Pencil sketches of the evolution of
animals

Music What are chords in music and
how do they harmonise a song?
Musical Focus: Harmony and
Listening/ Recall of Sound

What part did music play in WW2?
Musical Focus: Listening and Recall

of Sound

How can music represent
characters?

Musical focus: Composition and
Listening

What did music mean to the Maya?
Musical Focus: Notation and Rhythm

Can we compose a class round to
express our worries?

Musical Focus: Notation,
Performance and Composition



RE How do Muslims follow their
faith?

Explore the key beliefs of Muslims
and understand their practices.

What is wisdom?
What wisdom can we see in

religious texts?
Explore what is believed/taught by

Christians around the topic of
wisdom

Why are symbols important to
faith communities?

Explore key symbols in Christianity,
Judaism and Islam.

What do Christians believe God is

like?

Explore the beliefs of Christians

about God

How can faith motivate people to
live their lives and make the world

a better place?
The children will explore the lives of
different inspirational people who

have made a difference, then choose
one to produce an in-depth study.

MFL What is your favourite food?
Food,

Breakfast,
Lunch,
Dinner,

Healthy/Unhealthy,
Likes and dislikes

How do you order in a French cafe?
French money,

Au cafe

What language do you need to
describe clothing in French?

Clothes,
Colours,

Adjectives,
What are you wearing?
What is he/she wearing?

What language skills do you need to
perform in a French fashion show?

Opinions of clothing,
Preparing for a French Fashion show,
Performing in a French fashion show,

Creating a clothing website

Where do you live and how can you
describe it in French?
Where do you live,
Homes - buildings,

En Ville,
Travel advert

PSHE How can we keep healthy as we grow?
Health & Wellbeing

Looking after ourselves; growing up; becoming independent; taking more
responsibility

How can the media influence people?
Living in the wider world

Media literacy and digital resilience; influences and decision-making; online
safety

What will change as we become
more independent?

How do friendships change as we
grow?

Different relationships, changing and
growing, adulthood, independence,

moving to secondary school

PE How to review, analyse and
evaluate my own and others’
strengths and weaknesses?

Cognitive Cog

How can I adapt and adjust my
movement or tactics so they are

different from others?
Creative Cog

How can I motivate other
members of my team?

Social Cog

Can I perform skills consistently and
effectively in challenging or
competitive situations?

Physical Cog

What would I put in a fitness
programme?

Health and Fitness Cog

English Where does my blood go?
Non-fiction report

How can I describe emotions?
Emotive poetry

The story of how we saved the
Professor?

Suspense story

What was the Battle of Britain?
Report including eye witness

accounts
Friend or Foe?

Discussion or balanced argument

Lights, cameras, action
Playscript of part of the story
Who do they think they are?
Character description and

descriptive writing

What happened next?
Narrative story

Mysteries of the Maya
Non fiction report

Evolution or myth?
Report writing

Why should I buy fair trade?
Persuasive writing

The boy who saw a dragon
Character description

Maths Number: Place value
Number: Addition, subtraction, multiplication and division

Number: Fractions A
Number: Fractions B

Measurement: Converting units

Number: Ratio
Number: Algebra
Number Decimals

Number: Fractions, decimals & percentages
Measurement: Area, perimeter & volume

Statistics

Geometry: Shape
Geometry: Position & direction


